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IN STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION

Einstein was born in 1879 of German-Jewish parents. He 
abominated drill and discipline at school. In fact he ha<J an avers,on
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Zurich Polytechnic, because in his enthusiasm for mathematics and 
physics hey neglected while at high school to study modem lan
guages and botany. He succeeded in entering a year later. His 
talents were prâised at the Polytechnic, but on graduation he was 
not asked to^tay on for further post-graduate work. In the mean
time he had become a Swiss citizen and took a minor job as a 
D^en? examine? in the Swiss patent office. While there, and at the 
C3 only twenty-six, he published his special tooffoli relMm» 
-md his work on quantum theory which later won him the Nobel 
prize. These two revolutionary papers did not bring himl 
immediately Although some famous physicists of the day hailed 
him as a new Copernicus, he remained obscurely unknown for 
severally more years. But gradually recognition came, and he held 
university posts in Zurich Prague am1 Brito- His |5“^  ̂
theory was published in Germany in 1916 dur ng 
War After the war in 1919 an English astronomic^ expedition 
verified one of the predictions of his theory, the bending of light 
rays by the gravitational pull of the sun. Then suddenly fame burst

UP°nin1his youth he left the Jewish religious community, because 
he was a free thinker, though at a later date, reaction agamst anti-
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other countries and was entertained by royalty and by other leading

figure^of tà^day. tQ p^g,- in Germany, Einstem left the
country with the words: “As long as I have any choice I will only 
stav S?a country where political liberty, toleration and equality of 
TritizLs before the law are the rule.” He settled m the United 
States where he worked at the Institute for Advanced Studies at

Princetonunti^his^ knownyhim intimately emphasize these per-
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Memberships are now avail
able at the bookstore and library 
for the U.N.B. film society. The 
first film is to be shown on 
October 14 and final arrange- 

j ments for this season’s films are 
being completed.

At presstime the following pro- 
! gram has been planned. The title 
' of the October 14 film will be 
i announced as soon as it has 

been confirmed.
11 October 28: “Wages of Fear” 

French thriller built around 
trucking nitroglycerin over moun
tainous South American hinter
land. This film was recently re
viewed in Life.

November 18: “Hue and Cry”, 
a British comedy starring Alastair 
Sim and a gang of Cockney 
youths.

December 2: “Ox Bow Inci
dent”, a controversial film starr
ing Henry Fonda and Dana 
Andrews relating the impact of 
a lynching on a small western 
community.

January 20: “Jour de Fete”, 
a brilliant French comedy starr
ing the great Jacques Tatithe 

I star of “Mr. Hulot’s Holiday”. 
February 3:

directed by Alexander Korda and 
starring Charles Laughton in one 
of his best acting roles, this is 

biographical film of the great 
Flemish master.

February 24: “The Childhood 
of Maxim Gorki”, an excellent 

Russian film based on

a

These stairs might almost be a modern artists 
conception of the way to the stars, but, no, the steps 
er* those upon which many of us walk every day. 
The discerning eye will quickly notice the entrance 
to the Cafeteria in the centre of the shot. s 
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“Rembrandt”,

ft,
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1 pre-war
the early life of the famous 
Russian writer.

March 10: “Umberto D”, di
rected by Vittorio de Sica, a 
chillingly realistic film of life in 
post war Italy.

Short Subjects will be shown 
With all of these features. A 
ninth film will be shown if mem
bership is sufficiently large. Single 
membership fees are three dol
lars; double membership fees are 

! five dollars. Membership is open 
to all, both students and towns
people, who are interested in 
seeing good films.
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him. Public esteem of Einstein’s scientific achievements made any
thing he said on any topic whatsoever, newsworthy. Although he 
never sought publicity for himself, he did not shrink from using his 
ability to command public attention to make his view y
known on issues close to his heart.
and coercion 55T sometimes made use of

h?s scientific renoun to focus public attention on statements of his 
political convictions meant conversely that his scientific theories 
were nubliclv attacked on various occasions with great violence 
Ely for political reasons. Such political attacks came from quite 
opposite quarters. In Hitler’s Germany his thrones were attacked 
as Jewish-Bolshevist physics. In Soviet Russia he was 
his alleged idealist, anti-matenalist tendencies. He did not fight 
back against such manifestly non-scientific attacks, but regarded

,hemLthJd,£dwh?teScvcra. years worked closely together 

with Einstein, attemped to explain Einstein’s hold on the public 
imagination by the conjecture that in him the public saw a simple 
and Sincere man unostentatiously and naturally living up to univers
ally cherished ideals of the good life whom they couMsrtupasa 
symbol of their own unrealized aspirations. Who mil fadto re
spond emotionally to quotations such as the following from Era-

stem have always shone before me and filled me
with the joy of living are goodness, beauty and truth. To make a 
goal of comfort or happiness has never appealed to me; a system 
of ethics built on this basis would be sufficient only for a herd of
cattle.” And another quotation: _

“The most beautiful thing we can expenence is the mysterious.
It is the source of all true art and science. He to whom this emo
tion is a stranger, who can no longer pause to wonder and stand 
rapt in awe, is as good as dead: his eyes are closed.
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These hardly look like the halllowed halls 
people consider them to be today. They are, of 
course the offices of the S.R.C. Even the Bruns- 
wickan office looks quite plain, a fact which is hardly 
true today.
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Just arrived ! ! !

G.W.G.

TEXAS RANGER
Khaki, Olive Green
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For Your Complete 
Photographic Needs KINGRecognize this place? You probably 

here for coffee every day. It’s the caf eteria m the 
Students Centre, not quite go finely fum“hed as 
it is now. The students cafeteria has established 
itself as a favourite meeting place on the campus-
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come

WWWPICTURE FRAMING 
COPYING and ENLARGING

PORTRAITS

SNAPSHOT FINISHING T0UÇH WEARING
has been a 
the university.

CAMERAS and ACCESSORIES AND
GOOD LOOK DIG

C.B.C. and C.H.S.J. 
TELEVISION NEWS

rmYou are always welcome at the

See heg-d trade mark

MEN’S
SHOP LTD. 

For those who prefer quality

FREDERICTON
N.B.

BillSB HARVEY STUDIOS GAIETY
FREDERICTON* N.B.

SAINT JOHN — AND — FREDERICTONQueen StreetPhone 6461
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